The propellant tank is a shell of revolution completely filled with liquid hydrogen (LH2). This propellant tank is to be launched into space. During launch it is subjected to high axial and lateral accelerations. The tank is supported by one or two conical skirts each of which consists of five segments: two short segments near each end of the skirt and a central long segment that has a laminated composite wall. Each of the short segments nearest the ends of the skirt has an isotropic one-layered wall with tapered thickness. Each short segment next to each short end segment is multi-layered with the innermost and outermost layers consisting of tapered isotropic material and the remaining layers consisting of the same laminated composite wall as the long central segment. This skirt-supported tank system is optimized via GENOPT/BIGBOSOR4 in the presence of two loading cases: (1) 10 g axial acceleration and 0 g lateral acceleration and (2) 0 g axial acceleration and 10 g lateral acceleration. In addition to the g-loading the tank has 25 psi internal ullage pressure and the tank wall is 200 degrees cooler than the wall of the launch vehicle from which it is supported by the conical skirt(s). In the BIGBOSOR4 free vibration model the mass of the propellant is "lumped" into the tank wall, a conservative model. The tank/skirt system is optimized in the presence of the following constraints: (1) the minimum free vibration frequency of the tank/skirt system must be greater than a given value; (2) five stress components in each ply of the laminated composite wall of the conical skirt shall not exceed five specified allowables; (3) the conical skirt shall not buckle as a thin shell; (4) the maximum effective (vonMises) stress in the tank wall shall not exceed a specified value; (5) the tank wall shall not buckle. Linear theory is used throughout. The objective to be minimized is in general a weighted combination of the normalized mass of the empty tank plus the normalized conductance of the support system: Objective= W x (normalized empty tank mass) + (1-W) x (normalized strut conductance) in which W is a user-selected weight between 0 and 1. **************************** IMPORTANT NOTES **************************** 1. Significant errors were found in the "tank2" coding in February 2012. Also, the capability of GENOPT was enhanced to permit more than 50 decision variable candidates. Up to 98 decision variable candidates are now permitted by GENOPT. Because of the previously existing bugs in the "tank2" software (bugs in "behavior" and in "bosdec") the numerical results in this report no longer hold. However, they remain valuable for instructive purposes, that is, they demonstrate how GENOPT/BIGBOSOR4 is to be used for the generic case called "tank2".
INTRODUCTION AND SOME GEOMETRICAL DETAIL
In this work the generic case is called "tank2" and the two specific cases optimized here are called "oneskirt" and "twoskirt". The "oneskirt" case has only one supporting skirt. in the full-length paper; see Figs. 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12 in this long abstract.) The "twoskirt" case has two supporting skirts, one aft and the other forward. in the full-length paper; see Figs. 23, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] in this long abstract.) In order to optimize tanks with two skirts, aft and forward, GENOPT had to be modified rather extensively to permit more than 50 decision variable candidates.
The technology on which this work is based is described in [1] and in the papers and reports referenced in [1] . The overall aspect of the geometry of the propellant tank is the same as that described in [1] . In the "oneskirt" case the conical skirt is attached to the tank at the axial coordinate that corresponds to that of the center of gravity of the propellant tank. In the "twoskirt" case the conical skirts are attached to the propellant tank at the aft and forward junctions of the cylindrical part of the tank with the aft and forward ellipsoidal end domes.
The geometry of each tank/skirt junction is the same as that shown in the sketch near the beginning of [1] and repeated here:
Sketch of the propellant tank wall with a local reinforcement at the axial location where the tank-end of the conical skirt is attached to the tank. Note: in this sketch the innermost "layer" of the propellant tank, which consists of an orthogrid with "smeared" stringers and rings, is not shown.
The conical skirt consists of five segments as shown here:
-----<--propellant tank support ring \ \ <--skirt seg.5 (one tapered isotropic layer) \ ------<--wall thicknesses of seg.4 & seg.5 match \ \ <--skirt seg.4 (n+2 layers; the outer and \ inner layers are tapered isotropic and -------the interior n layers are the same as \ in segment 3) \ \ \ \ \ \ <--skirt seg.3 (n composite plies \ as with each strut tube described \ in [1]) \ \ \ ------<--wall thicknesses of \ segment 2 and segment 3 match \ <--skirt seg.2 (n+2 layers, \ n internal composite plies)
------<--wall thicknesses of \ seg. 1 and seg. 2 match \ <--skirt seg.1 (one tapered \ isotropic layer) ------"ground"
The conical skirt support consists of five segments, two short segments at each end and a central long segment. Segment 2 has the wall shown schematically here:
Schematic of wall constructions of skirt segments 2 and 3 Segment 4 has the wall shown schematically here:
Schematic of wall constructions of skirt segments 3 and 4
The wall of the propellant tank is modeled as consisting of three layers as described in [1] . The same material properties in the tank wall and skirt are used here as those in the tank wall and struts in [1] . The two loading cases are the same here as those used in [1] . The run stream used to obtain the optimized configuration is analogous to that described in [1] .
RESULTS FOR THE GENERIC CASE, "tank2", AND THE SPECIFIC CASE, "oneskirt"
The glossary of variable names and definitions for the generic case called "tank2" is given in Table 1 of the fulllength paper. Table2 of the full-length paper lists the prompting file, tank2.PRO, generated automatically by the GENOPT processor called "GENTEXT" with use of the GENOPT user's input listed in the tank2.INP file (input for GENTEXT).
Please see the files starting with the string, "oneskirt", that are listed in the full-length paper under the headings, "2. / 3. Files of input / output data for the specific cases called "oneskirt" and "twoskirt" (located in the folders, tanktank2/tank2paper/onetwoskirt.input / tanktank2/tank2paper/onetwoskirt.output)".
Input data for the specific case, "oneskirt" are listed in Tables 3, 4 , 5 and 8 of the full-length paper. Results from the optimized design are listed in Table 6 of the full-length paper and the optimum design is archived in Table 7 of the full-length paper. The discretized BIGBOSOR4 model of the optimized "oneskirt" design is displayed in Fig. 1 . Figure 2a of the full-length paper shows the evolution of the objective versus design iterations during an execution of SUPEROPT with use of the "temporary" versions of bosdec (bosdec.tank2.density.var) and addbosor4 (addbosor4.tank2.density.var). Figure 2b of the full-length paper shows the same with use of the "permanent" versions of bosdec (bosdec.tank2) and addbosor4 (addbosor4.regular). 9, 10, 12 of this long abstract) show results obtained from the "stand-alone" BIGBOSOR4 for the optimized design with use of the "temporary" versions of bosdec (bosdec.tank2.density.var) and addbosor4 (addbosor4.tank2.density.var). All of these results should be compared with predictions from STAGS.
Figures 14 -21 of the full-length paper (pertaining to the old optimum design determined before certain errors were found in the "tank2" software, behavior.tank2, bosdec.tank2, and bosdec.tank2.density.var) show the design margins as functions of certain selected decision variables. These results are obtained from a "design sensitivity" analysis of the optimized "oneskirt" configuration (ITYPE=3 in the oneskirt.OPT file).
RESULTS FOR THE GENERIC CASE, "tank2", AND THE SPECIFIC CASE, "twoskirt" Please see the files starting with the string, "twoskirt", that are listed in the full-length paper under the headings, "2. / 3. Files of input / output data for the specific cases called "oneskirt" and "twoskirt" (located in the folders, tanktank2/tank2paper/onetwoskirt.input / tanktank2/tank2paper/onetwoskirt.output)".
Input data for the specific case, "twoskirt" are listed in the files, twoskirt.BEG, twoskirt.DEC, and twoskirt.OPT. The optimum design obtained with use of the "temporary" versions of bosdec (bosdec.tank2.density.var) and addbosor4 (addbosor4.tank2.density.var) is listed in the file, twoskirt.vardensity.opm, and this optimum design is archived in the file, twoskirt.vardensity.chg.
Figures 22 -30 of the full-length paper (Figs. 23, 25 -30 in this long abstract), pertaining to the "twoskirt" configuration, are more or less analogous to Figs. 2 -13 of the full-length paper (Figs. 1,4 ,5,6,7,9,10,12 of this long abstract) that pertain to the "oneskirt" configuration.
CONCLUSIONS:
1. The GENOPT/BIGBOSOR4 "tank2" model seems to work. Comparisons of predictions from STAGS and GENOPT/BIGBOSOR4 should be made, however, because it is possible that horrible errors may still lurk in the software used to generate the results presented here.
2. The GENOPT software in the directory ../genopt/sources was significantly modified to permit more than 50 decision variable candidates. The maximum number of decision variable candidates has been raised from 50 to 98.
3. Predictions from GENOPT/BIGBOSOR4 should be compared with predictions from STAGS.
4. BIGBOSOR4 does not handle the effect of buckling under in-plane shear loading, which is present especially at the circumferential coordinate, theta = 90 degrees in the supporting skirt in Load Case 2 (10g lateral acceleration). In order to compensate for this an approximate PANDA2-type model has been introduced into the "tank2" software in order to predict with reasonable accuracy buckling of the laminated composite skirt(s).
5. The reader should read [1] in order to obtain much background information required for a fuller understanding of how GENOPT/BIGBOSOR4 works.
6. ********************** IMPORTANT NOTE ********************************* The figures labeled "old" that go with this text are now out of date because of software modifications made in behavior.tank2, bosdec.tank2 and bosdec.tank2.density.var during February, 2012. However, these figures and tables are still of some value because they demonstrate what GENOPT/BIGBOSOR4 does. The figures labeled "new" were obtained from results generated after the modifications to the software were implemented. ****************************************************************************
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[1] David Bushnell, Optimization of propellant tanks supported by optimized laminated composite tubular struts, unpublished report, February 2012 Fig. 1 Optimized discretized tank/skirt system obtained with the use of the "temporary" versions of bosdec (bosdec.tank2.density.var) and addbosor4 (addbosor4.tank2.density.var). Predictions from this optimized configuration should be compared with predictions from STAGS. The configuration and GENOPT/BIGBOSOR4 predictions are listed in Table 6 of the full-length paper. The bottom end of the skirt is simply supported to "ground" (the rigid launch vehicle). Fig. 4 (new) Axisymmetric axial vibration mode for the optimized tank/skirt system determined with use of the "regular" or "permanent" versions of bosdec (bosdec.tank2) and addbosor4 (addbosor4.regular). The g-loading is AXIAL. Fig. 9 (new) Nonsymmetric prebuckling deformations of the optimized tank/skirt system determined with use of the "temporary" versions of bosdec (bosdec.tank2.density.var) and addbosor4 (addbosor4.tank2.density.var).The g-loading is LATERAL. Fig. 10 (new) Nonsymmetric buckling modal deformations of the optimized tank/skirt system determined with use of the "temporary" versions of bosdec (bosdec.tank2.density.var) and addbosor4 (addbosor4.tank2.density.var). The inertial loading is 10g AXIAL acceleration. For n = 3 circumferential waves the lowest buckling load factor corresponds to short-axial-wavelength buckling of the skirt. Fig. 12 (new) Nonsymmetric buckling modal deformations of the optimized tank/skirt system determined with use of the "temporary" versions of bosdec (bosdec.tank2.density.var) and addbosor4 (addbosor4.tank2.density.var). The inertial loading is 10g LATERAL acceleration. For n = 21 circumferential waves the lowest buckling load factor corresponds to long-axial-wavelength buckling of the skirt. The g-loading is AXIAL. Fig. 28 (new) Nonsymmetric prebuckling deformations of the optimized tank/skirt system determined with use of the "temporary" versions of bosdec (bosdec.tank2.density.var) and addbosor4 (addbosor4.tank2.density.var).The g-loading is LATERAL. Fig. 29 (new) Nonsymmetric buckling modal deformations of the optimized tank/skirt system determined with use of the "temporary" versions of bosdec (bosdec.tank2.density.var) and addbosor4 (addbosor4.tank2.density.var). The inertial loading is 10g AXIAL acceleration. For n = 53 circumferential waves the lowest buckling load factor corresponds to short-axial-wavelength buckling of the forward part of the aft skirt. Fig. 30 (new) Nonsymmetric buckling modal deformations of the optimized tank/skirt system determined with use of the "temporary" versions of bosdec (bosdec.tank2.density.var) and addbosor4 (addbosor4.tank2.density.var). The inertial loading is 10g LATERAL acceleration. For n = 61 circumferential waves the lowest buckling load factor corresponds to short-axial-wavelength buckling of the aft part of the forward skirt.
